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SENATE No. 386

By Mr. Backman, a petition (accompanied by bill, Senate, No. 386) of
Jack H. Backman for legislation to establish an experimental neuro-
surgery review board. Health Care.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-eight.

An Act to establish an experimental neurosurgery
REVIEW BOARD.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 The General Laws are hereby amended by inserting after
2 Chapter 19 the following chapter:
3 Chapter 19A.
4 Section 1. As used in this chapter, unless the context other-

-5 wise requires, the following words have the following mean-
-6 ings;
7 (a) “Experimental Neurosurgery”, all neurosurgery, in-
-8 eluding psychosurgery, in which procedures that are untested
9 or unproven with respect to their clinical efficacy or, are by

10 themselves, not related to the therapeutic treatment of the
11 patient, but solely for the purpose of obtaining scientific data;
12 (b) “Neurosurgery”, a surgery performed on any part of
13 the central nervous system, including the brain and spinal
14 cord;
15 (c) “Psychosurgery”, neurosurgery designed primarily for
16 altering behavior or for relieving pain for which no organic
17 cause is evident by destruction of brain tissue, whether such
18 tissue is pathological or not;
19 (d) “Brain stimulation”, the insertion of an electrical,
20 chemical, or thermal probe into the brain and direct intra-
-21 cranial stimulation of brain tissue for the purpose of altering
22 thoughts or moods.
23 Section 2. There shall be in the Department of Mental Health
24 but not subject to its control, an Experimental Neurosurgery
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25 Review Board, which shall consist of nine members appointed
26 by the Governor from a list of nominees designated by the
27 Commissioner of Mental Health. Of these nine members
28 there shall be one physician practicing neurosurgery and
29 licensed by the Commonwealth: one physician practicing
30 neurology and licensed by the Commonwealth, one physician
31 practicing psychiatry and licensed by the Commonwealth, one
32 clinical pathologist, one neuroscientist actively engaged in re-
-33 search on the nervous system, and four members of the
34 general public, one of whom shall be a member of the Massa-
-35 chusetts State Bar. All decisions of the Review Board must
36 pass by affirmative vote of at least six of nine members.
37 No individual directly involved in conducting experimental
38 neurosurgery or brain stimulation on human beings shall be
39 a member of the review board.
40 Members of the review board shall serve a term of three
41 years. Each member shall serve without compensation but
42 shall be reimbursed for travel and other expenses actually and
43 necessarily incurred in the discharge of their duties.
44 The board shall administer, coordinate and enforce the
45 provisions of this act. The board may adopt rules and regula-
-46 tions including but not limited to regulations which establish
47 ethical standards of practice, and may amend or repeal the
48 same.
49 Section 3. No person shall perform or cause to be performed
50 experimental neurosurgery or brain stimulation on human
51 beings without the written permission of the review board as
52 provided under section 7, subsection 5.
53 Section Jf. (1) Any licensed physician intending to perform
54 experimental neurosurgery or brain stimulation for the pri-
-55 mary purpose of altering the thoughts, emotions or behavior
56 of a human being shall file a petition with the review board
57 alleging that a patient is in need of such treatment, that the
58 patient has given written consent, and that the proposed
59 operation has legitimate clinical value.
60 (2) Within a reasonable amount of time after the filing of
61 the petition under subsection one of this section, the review
62 board shall:
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63 (a) schedule a hearing to be held to determine if the patient
64 has given his informed, voluntary consent;
65 (b) give notice of the hearing prior thereto to the patient,
66 the legal counsel, if any, and the petitioner.
67 Section 5. (1) Any physician involved in experimental
68 neurosurgery or brain stimulation on human beings as defined
69 in section one shall be required to obtain the written consent
70 of the patient on a form which shall contain the following:
71 (a) a description of the nature, duration and purpose of the
72 procedure;
73 (b) an explanation, in a manner comprehensible to the
74 patient, the approximate state of knowledge with respect to
75 the neurological problems, if any, of the patient;
76 (c) an explanation of the procedure to be followed including
77 an identification of those which are experimental;
78 (d) a description of all inconveniences, hazards, discomforts
79 and risks which are reasonably possible;
80 (e) a description of the effects upon the patient’s health or
81 person which may be reasonably expected;
82 (f) a description of the benefits which may be reasonably
83 expected;
84 (g) a disclosure of appropriate alternative treatment, if
85 any, that would be advantageous for the patient;
86 (h) an offer to answer any inquiries concerning the treat-
-87 ment;
88 (i) a notice that the patient has a right to consult with and
89 be advised or represented by legal counsel and if he could not
90 afford one, legal conusel would be appointed for him pursuant
91 to subsection 2 of section 9 of this act.
92 (2) In no circumstances may the legal guardian of the
93 patient give his consent in place of the patient.
94 Section 6. (1) The review board shall conduct the consent
95 hearing and determine whether or not the patient has given
96 his informed voluntary consent in accordance with the pro-
-97 visions of section five of this act.
98 (2) If at any time during the hearing, held under this
99 section, the patient requests an opportunity to consult or be

100 represented by legal counsel, such a request shall be granted.
101 (3) At the conclusion of the hearing held under this section
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the patient shall be asked if he still consents to the proposed
experimental neurosurgery or brain stimulation. The patient
may, however, withdraw his consent at any time.

102
103
104

Section 7. (1) Subsequent to the hearing held under sec-
tion 6 of this act, if the review board has found that thepatient
has given his voluntary and informed consent to the proposed
operation the review board shall review the proposed operation
and make a determination of whether or not the operation
has clinical merit and is an appropriate treatment for the
specific patient.

105
106
107
108
109
110
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112 (2) In making its determination of whether or not the pro-

posed operation has value in the specific clinical situation, the
review board may study pertinent literature, reports and legis-
lation, conduct consultations and interviews with persons
knowledgeable in the field and conduct onsite visitations. In
the event the review board determines that the proposed
operation lacks clinical merit, the petition shall be denied and
the petitioner notified by registered mail.

113
114
115
116
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119
120 (3) If the review board finds that the proposed operation

has legitimate clinical value, it shall review the clinical data
of the patient proposed for the experimental neurosurgery or
brain stimulation operation. The review board shall determine
whether or not such treatment is appropriate for the patient.
In order for the review board to determine that such an
operation is appropriate, if must appear that:

121
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127 (a) All conventional therapies have been attempted;
128 (b) The criteria for selection of the patient have been met;
129 (c) The operation offers hope of saving life, reestablishing

health or alleviating suffering; and130
131 (d) All other viable alternative methods of treatment have

been tried and have failed to produce satisfactory results.132
133 (4) The review board may undertake a specific diagnostic

evaluation as to the suitability of the patient for the proposed
operation and the review board may establish the procedure
for such evaluation.

134
135
136
137 (5) The review board shall make a written order embody-

ing its conclusions. The order shall specify whether or not the
experimental neurosurgery or brain stimulation as requested
in the petition may be performed.

138
139
140
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141 (6) However, under no circumstances shall the review
142 board give permission to perform experimental neurosurgery
143 or brain stimulation on prison inmates, minors or involuntarily
144 committed mental patients.

145 (7) A copy of the order of the review board shall be served
146 personally or by registered mail to:
147 (a) The petitioner; and
148 (b) The patient;
149 (c) The patient’s legal counsel, if any
150 Section 8. The review board may administer oaths, take
151 depositions and issue subpoenas to compel the attendance of
152 witnesses and the production of documents or other written
153 information necessary to carry out the purpose of this act.
154 Section 9. (1) Any patient may be represented by legal
155 counsel in the hearing held under section 6 of this act.
156 (2) If the patient requests to be represented by legal
157 counsel but cannot afford one, any district or municipal court
158 in the Commonwealth shall appoint, from a list circulated of
159 mental health legal advisors, as provided in section 34E of
160 Chapter 221, a lawyer to advise or represent such patient.
161 Section 10. Upon completion of the experimental neuro-
-162 surgery or brain stimulation operation, the petitioner and any
163 physician who performs the operation shall make a written
164 report of their results to the review board.
165 Section 11. The review board members shall be immune to
166 liability for malpractice while in the course of performing
167 their duties as members of said Board, unless it is alleged and
168 proven that his action violated the standard of reasonable
169 professional care and judgment under the circumstances.
170 Section 12. The review board shall report to the board of
171 registration in medicine, any physician who violates the pro-
-172 visions of sections 3 or 5, or who makes fraudulent repre-
-173 sentation to the patient or the review board.
174 Section 13. Any person who violates the provisions of sec-
-175 tions 3 or 5, or who makes fraudulent representation to the
176 patient or review board may be punishable by a fine of up to
177 $lO,OOO.
178 Section Ilf. The second paragraph of section two of chapter
179 112 of the General Laws as appearing in Chapter 662 of the
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180 Acts of 1971 is hereby amended by inserting after the word
181 person in line twenty-nine the following:
182 or performing experimental neurosurgery or brain stimula-

-183 tion without obtaining permission from the Experiment Neuro-
-184 surgery Review Board.
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